
DE S CRIP T ION

Foscarini and Marc Sadler's shared passion for research into new technologies
has given rise to Twiggy, the iconic arched oor lamp which is available in an
entire collection of lamps made of composite material on a lacquered breglass
base. In the ceiling version, the di user support recalls the arched shape of the

oor version. The support is secured in one point and can swivel by 330°: an
excellent solution to decentralise the light point, guaranteeing maximum

exibility. The di user guarantees direct lighting in the area underneath the lamp
and – thanks to the transparency of the upper protection disk – di uses e cient
lighting by re ection. Available in two colours, it can blend in seamlessly with any
décor and style.

MAT E RIALS

Coated berglass-based composite
material, PMMA, polycarbonate, coated
metal

COLORS

Black, White

Twiggy, so tto
by Marc Sadler



Ceiling lamp with arm, with direct and indirect light. Di user and rod made of breglassbased composite material and liquid
coated. Translucent polycarbonate upper di user disc, PMMA lower di user disc with polyprismatic internal surface. Epoxy
powder coated metal round ceiling rose. Supplied with 4 counterweights to be inserted in the purpose-provided seat above
the di user to adjust its height. The arm is adjustable 360°, the length of the rod cannot be modi ed.

Twiggy

S CHE MAT IC & LIG HT E MIS S ION MAT E RIAL

Coated berglass-based composite
material, PMMA, polycarbonate,
coated metal

COLORS

 

LIG HT S OU RCE

20WE26
Not dimmable

70WE26
Not dimmable

CE RT IFICAT IONS

Twiggy, so tto
technical details



MARC S ADLE R

Marc Sadler boasts lengthy experience as
an industrial designer in the eld of sports,
which has often led him to experiment with
new materials and innovative production
processes.

This innovative and experimental approach
has become his modus operandi, even when
he designs for sectors which are
traditionally more focused on the styling
component. He has won four Compassi
d’Oro ADI, including the one for Mite and
Tite in 2001, for projects which have
become genuine icons in the Foscarini
collection, together with Kite, Twiggy, Tress
and Jamaica, each one marked by
technological and styling innovation.

Twiggy, so tto
Designer



Twiggy Grid XL Twiggy Grid Lettura Twiggy Grid Twiggy

Twiggy Grid Twice as Twiggy Twice as Twiggy Twiggy

Twiggy Lettura Twiggy XL

Twiggy, so tto
family
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